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His Royal Highness
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan
Collong-Bellerive
Geneva



The fight against drugs requires vision and perseverance. In order to
secure the necessary guidance and inspiration, I have decided to establish a
Comite des Sages, composed of leading personalities committed to this cause.
It is my honour to invite you to become a member of this eminent group.

The Comite is to consist of roughly ten members, to ensure focus and
dynamism. Its deliberations will be assisted by experts specializing in the
various aspects of the drug issue. It is expected that the Comite will meet twice
in 1998, with the first meeting to take place during the early part of the year in
order to consider an outline of the global initiative well in advance of the Special
Session.

The substantive work related to this initiative is being carried out under
the leadership of Under-Secretary-General Pino Arlacchi, Executive Director of
the United Nations Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention, based in
Vienna. I have asked Mr. Arlacchi to follow up as soon as possible on this letter
to provide whatever further information you may require.

It is my sincere hope that it will be possible for you to join me in this
vital undertaking, which has the potential to contribute significantly to the
improvement of people's lives and the advancement of United Nations ideals.
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.

Yours sincerely,

Kofi A. Annan




